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Algorithms for automatic image registration and mosaicking are developed for a 
miniature Unmanned Aerial Vehicle platform. Three cameras acquire images in a single 
frame simultaneously at Green (550nm), Red (650 nm), and Near- Infrared (820nm), but 
with shifting and rotational misalignment. The area-based method is employed in the 
developed algorithms for control point detection. Since the three images to be registered 
have different spectral characteristics, region of interest determination and control point 
selection are the two key steps that ensure the quality of control points. Affine
transformation is adopted for spatial transformation, followed by bilinear interpolation 
for image resampling. Mosaicking is conducted between adjacent frames after three-band 
co-registration. Manual evaluation confirms the effectiveness of the developed 
algorithms. The codes are converted into a software package, which is executable under 
the Microsoft Windows environment. The final products are color-infrared composite and 
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Image registration is the process of aligning two or more images, which are taken at 
different times, from different viewpoints, and by different or same sensors, such that the 
same pixels in these images correspond to the same location in the scene. Image
registration has a variety of applications from remote sensing to medical image analysis. 
In remote sensing, image registration is an inevitable pre-processing step when fusing 
data from different resources to generate final image analysis products for different 
purposes, such as target detection, change detection, object classification, etc. The goal is 
to gain more information about the image scene to best support practical decision-
making. 
Many image registration tasks are accomplished manually, requiring expert 
knowledge of image analysts. During the last decades, image acquisition devices have 
developed rapidly. They capture a huge amount of images with great diversity. This 
development invokes the research on automatic image registration. But a single automatic
image registration program cannot be applied to all applications, because specific 
requirements, sensor characteristics, and the nature of the imaged area can be different. 
The performance of a single automatic image registration program may not be well suited 










registration accuracy, variations of the image, and noise characteristics of the sensed 
images are the factors that need to be considered in the development of automated image
registration [1]. 
Image mosaicking is the act of combining two or more images with overlapping areas 
for an overview of a large image scene. The aim is to combine images with undistorted 
and smooth transition area so that it seems to be acquired from a single sensor. 
Radiometric normalization and blending processes can be employed for this purpose.  
1.2 Application Area and Data 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are of great importance in remote sensing. These 
small platforms are able to reach the environments that are difficult or even impossible
for human beings to explore, such as chemical accident sites. Air-O-Space International 
(AOSI) L.L.C., a small business in Mississippi, has developed a miniature unmanned 
aerial vehicle (mini-UAV) system HL-UAV-10 with 8 ft wingspan and 22 lb gross 
weight. It has autopilot capability using global positioning system (GPS) navigation. 
Three charged coupled device (CCD) cameras are onboard this mini-UAV,
simultaneously recording images at different bands (Green (550nm), Red (650 nm), and 
Near-Infrared (NIR) (820nm) bands). It usually operates at about 500 ft altitude to 
acquire images with 0.15-0.3 m spatial resolution. Images are taken contiguously about 
every two seconds during the mini-UAV’s flight. The mini-UAV employed in this











Figure 1.1 The mini-UAV used in this research 
The digital images are multiplexed and converted to analog image frames. These 
frames are transmitted to the ground operation station via an S-band video transmitter.
The ground control station allows high quality real-time digital image recording. The 
received analog frames are then reconverted to digital images and recorded onto a 
magnetic hard disk on a personal computer (PC). This system has been frequently used 
for different civilian purposes, such as agricultural and environmental monitoring. 
After the acquisition operations are completed, the data is submitted to the laboratory
for pre-processing, i.e., three band co-registration. This step is necessary because of the
existence of misalignment between these cameras even after careful adjustment. 
Currently, trained personnel do this process manually before creating the commercial
products, such as color-infrared (CIR) and normalized difference vegetation index 
(NDVI) images. The incurred time delay caused by the manual co-registration needs to 








automated image registration algorithm is developed, which works in a near real-time 
fashion during the field operations instead of in the laboratory. In addition, image mosaic 
needs to be generated using the co-registered image frames for a larger view of the 
monitoring fields. The developed algorithms should be operated in the easily accessible 
Microsoft Windows ™ environment of a PC platform for a potential Commercial-Of-
The-Shelf (COTS) software package. 
1.3 The Challenges 
Image registration and mosaicking techniques take advantage of the intensity 
similarity and/or distinctive features in two images. Our research is challenging because 
the existing techniques cannot be directly applied and can be even inapplicable in many 
studies. 
The first challenge in this multi-sensor image registration research comes from the 
fact that the three images, which are acquired from different spectral sensors, visually 
appear different, because of different solar reflectance characteristics as shown in Figure 
1.2. 
NIR Band Red Band Green Band 







In Figure 1.3, the reflectance of four objects/materials in different spectral bands is 
given. If we focus on the Green, Red, and NIR bands, it can be easily seen that the 
reflectance of soil, concrete objects, and artificial buildings do not change significantly. 
For forests and other vegetation, the reflectance is fairly high in the Green band, low in 
the Red band, and there is a sharp peak in the NIR band. This special signature makes
forests and other vegetation areas distinguishable from non-vegetation areas using these 
three bands. 
Figure 1.3 Spectral signatures of vegetation and non-vegetation areas [2] 
The second challenge is induced when most images are about agricultural areas with 
no distinctive features being present. In feature-based image registration algorithms, 
distinctive features are needed for the comparison of two images [3], such as the cross 
sections of roads, building corners, sharp edges, and close loop boundaries. 










This thesis aims at developing an automatic image registration and mosaicking
technique, which overcomes the difficulties when the multi-sensor system onboard
AOSI’s mini-UAV platform is being operated for agricultural fields. In order to meet this 
need, first, a preprocessing step of region of interest (ROI) determination is performed 
using an objective and automated criteria (e.g. entropy and correlation). Within the 
selected ROIs, control points (CPs) are detected, whose coordinates in two images are 
used for the calculation of transformation parameters for image registration. The CP
selection is arguably the most important step in the registration process [4], keeping the 
good CPs for registration. An affine transform is used for image registration because of 
its simplicity. After transformation, pixel coordinates may be mapped onto fractional 
coordinates, so interpolation methods are used to determine the coordinates on the regular 
integer grid (e.g. nearest neighbor, bilinear interpolation). After the three band images in 
the same frame are co-registered, image mosaicking can be performed between two 
adjacent frames. The basic steps are similar to the registration process except that a larger 
rotational misalignment needs to be taken care of. The resulting images are used to create
the final products, i.e., CIR and NDVI images.  
This thesis is organized as follows. A literature survey of image registration and 
mosaicking methods is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the detailed description of 
methodologies adopted in our algorithms. The experimental results and discussions are 
provided in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes this research and discusses the 

















The methods and implementation of image registration vary with the applications. Its
primary applications can be categorized into four topics (Multimodal, Multitemporal,
Multiview, and Template Analysis), which are described as follows [5].
Multimodal Analysis: In this category, images taken from different sensors are
combined and integrated to have an image with better quality in terms of spectral and 
spatial resolutions. The resulting image has more detailed information about the image
scene. This process is also called data fusion in remote sensing. For instance, the spatial 
resolution of a multispectral image can be improved by its fusion with a high-resolution
panchromatic image [6]; Radar images and optical satellite images are combined to
alleviate the effects of clouds and solar illumination variation [4], [7]. 
Multitemporal Analysis: In this category, registration is applied to the images
acquired at different times. The environmental conditions such as clouds and solar 
illumination can vary at different times, and these effects need to be taken care of during




Multiview Analysis: In this category, images to be registered are acquired from 
different viewpoints. In remote sensing, different viewpoints of the same image scene can 
be combined to have a better overview look in image mosaicking [9-11]. 
Template Analysis: In this category, the correspondence between newly sensed data 
and a previously developed template or dataset is evaluated [12]. In remote sensing, 
aerial or satellite images can be compared with maps. It is particularly useful in land 
cover/land use mapping. 
In general, an automated image registration technique includes three main steps, 












Control Point Identification: The image to be registered is called sensed image, and 
the image that is compared with the sensed image is called reference image. A control 
point (CP) is the pixel whose coordinates are known in both images. There are two main 
methods for the CP detection: area-based and feature-based algorithms. In area-based 
methods, a small window of points in the reference image is statistically compared with 
windows of the same size in the sensed image. The comparison uses a similarity metric, 
which measures the similarity between two given windows [1]. In feature-based 

















are invariant to the scaling, rotation, and gray level modification. The common features
are edges, regions, lines, line endings, line intersections, or region centroid. In general, 
the CP selection is necessary to keep CPs with good quality from the detected CP pool.
Spatial Transformation: Once CPs are identified, the transformation parameters in a 
mapping function for registration can be determined. In order to define the mapping 
function, a priori information is needed about degradations. If there is no a priori
information, mapping functions must be flexible so they can be suitable to all possible
combinations of degradations. 
Image Resampling:  After the transformation, the registered image pixel coordinates 
are not integers anymore. The corresponding integer-valued pixel intensity is computed 
by an appropriate interpolation technique. 
Each aforementioned step can be implemented using different methods. But the
following properties are expected [13]: 
1. The result of the registration should be accurate. 
2. The registration scheme should be robust and reliable. It should work for different 
displacements and a variety of intensity levels.  
3. First two constraints should be accomplished within a small amount of running 
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2.2 Control Point Identification 
2.2.1 Area-Based Methods 
In the area-based methods, a window of predefined size or the actual image itself is
used for the similarity measurement [14]. The selected window scene should not be 
smooth, such as soil areas or lakes, because these areas are easy to mismatch with a
smooth area at a different location in the other image. Consequently, the selection of the
window scene is a very important issue, since this method is sensitive to the intensity 
changes. The widely used similarity metrics include correlation coefficient (CC) and 
mutual information (MI).   
2.2.1.1 Correlation Coefficient 
CC is a commonly used similarity metric in image registration [15-17]. It is 
calculated by taking a template window from the sensed image and comparing it with the 
other window from the reference image. The CC measure is formulated by [18] 
∑ i, j (W (i, j)− E(W (i, j)))(B(i, j)− E(B(i, j)))CC =  (2.1)
2 2) ] (B i j ( ( ) ][∑ i, j (W ( )i, j − E(W ( )i, j ) [∑ ( ), − E B i, j ))i, j 
where B is the window in the reference image, W is the template window in the sensed 
image, E(⋅) denotes the mean operation, and (i,j) is the pixel coordinates in the windows. 
The best match occurs when the value of CC is maximized. The CC can be generally 




Since a simple correlation is not suitable for more complex transformations, new 
forms of the correlation are designed for geometrically distorted images. The CC was 
calculated over the geometrically transformed images, so it could handle more complex 
transformations [19]. Berthilsson applied this approach using the affine transform [20].
Simper used CC in a way of “divide and conquer” for the registration of images with 
perspective change and lens adjustment problems [21]. Kaneko et al. proposed a new 
version of the CC, which was called increment sign correlation for the partially occluded 
images [22-23]. 
A simple and fast version of CC was proposed by Barnea and Silverman, which was 
called sequential similarity detection [24]. The absolute difference between the two 
image pixels is used for the comparison. It accumulates the sum of absolute differences. 
A predefined threshold is applied to the accumulated value. If the accumulated value 
exceeds the threshold, the image pair is rejected.  
The registration of multimodal images is comparatively difficult to achieve with the 
CC, because the intensity of the same object changes in different image with different 
modalities. Roche et al. proposed a new method for multimodal image registration [25]. 
In this method, the dependency of intensity is assigned to a function. Cain et al. proposed 
a projection-based registration for noisy images [26]. This method has a better 
performance compared to the classical CC. 
Correlation-based image registration algorithms have a smooth similarity map with 








   
 
 




with relatively large variation for the correlation comparison [27-28]. Pratt used filtering 
in a preprocessing step in order to have a sharp slope in the similarity map [29]. 
2.2.1.2 Mutual Information 
Mutual information (MI) is another widely used similarity metric [30,31]. There are 
different forms of mutual information [32-34]. The most general definition is given as 
follows [35], 
I(A,B) = H(A) – H(B) – H(A,B) (2.2) 
where H(A) and H(B) are the entropy of image A and image B, respectively, and H(A,B)
is their joint entropy. The formula of the Shannon entropy is given as [33] 






where pi is the probability of the i-th intensity. Eq. (2.2) can be represented as 
( ,I A B) = ∑ 
,a b 
( ,p a b) log ( ,p a b) 
( ) ( )p a p b 
(2.4)
where p(a) and p(b) are the distributions of images A and B, respectively, and p(a,b) is
their joint distribution.  
MI measures the dependence between two images. The assumption is that if the 
images are aligned correctly, MI is maximized. Discussions on its properties in image 













The window size affects the MI, because as the number of samples increases, the 
estimation of the probability distribution becomes more accurate. Studholme et al. 
proposed a normalized version of the MI (NMI) [37]. Maes et al. proposed another form
of NMI, called entropy correlation coefficient (ECC) [38]. 
Viola and Wells presented one of the earliest applications of MI in the registration of 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images and 3D object model matching [35].
Thevenaz and Unser developed different algorithms for each step of the MI image 
registration [39-41]. The maximization of MI was achieved by a Parzen window, Jeeves 
method [40], and Marquardt-Levenberg method [34]. Ritter et al. employed a hierarchical 
search method in order to quickly locate the maxima of the MI [42]. Studholme et al.
used three different methods such as MI, joint entropy, and NMI, and compared the 
performance of these methods [37]. Maes et al. adopted Brent’s method in the
optimization of MI for the registration of MRI, computed tomography (CT), and positron 
emission tomography (PET) images [38]. The joint probability estimation method was
evaluated by Likar and Pernus for the registration of muscle fibre images [43]. The 
comparison of the MI with other similarity metrics was given in [44]. Rangarajan et al.
employed MI on the extracted feature sets instead of the original image intensities [45].  
2.2.1.3 Fourier Domain Methods 
The previous methods descended in 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 are based on image intensity 
and can be quite time-consuming. Intensity-based image registration techniques may lead 
to misregistration especially for noisy images or images acquired from different sensors. 







Fourier shift theorem is a typical method, where the cross-power spectrum of the 
sensed and reference images is calculated and maxima location is selected as the CP [46]. 
This method works better for frequency dependent noise and non-uniform illumination. 
Also the computational cost is significantly decreased. 
De Castro and Morandi developed the extension of phase correlation for the rotation 
cases [47]. Fourier-Mellin Transform [48], phase correlation [49], and cepstrum filter 
[50] are also proposed methods for registration, and satisfactory results were reported in 
[51]. 3-dimensional (3D) application of phase correlation was given in [52]. Anuta 
proposed to compute the correlation in frequency domain [53]. Since edges are used for
the registration process, this method can be employed in multimodal registration. 
2.2.1.4 Optimization Methods 
The maximization of a similarity function can be represented as an optimization 
problem in which the parameters depend on the characteristic of geometric
transformation. The dimensions of the optimization problem are related to the degrees of 
freedom of the transformation [14]. As the transformation becomes complex, the number 
of parameters increases, so the optimization gets sophisticated. 
For the projective geometric transformation, a Gauss-Newton numerical minimization 
algorithm was employed in order to minimize the sum of squared differences [54]. In 
another application, the MI maximum is achieved by using the gradient descent 
optimization method [55]. For the variance minimization in the intensities of 









global optimization method for the robust registration of brain images was applied in 
[57]. 
2.2.2 Feature-Based Methods 
There are two main steps in a feature-based algorithm. In the first step, salient
features are extracted from both images. In the second step, these extracted features are 
matched in the feature space.  
2.2.2.1 Feature Extraction 
Salient features can be regions, lines, or points. These features should be significant 
and well-spread in both images. For the purpose of robustness, the number of features 
should be as large as possible. A change in image geometry, wavelength of the sensor, 
noise, and image scene should not affect these features. The first type of features is 
region. These features are extracted from the segmented areas, which are homogenous 
and different in terms of the texture from the background. The examples of such areas are
close-boundary regions [58], lakes [59], buildings [60], forests [61], urban areas [62], and 
shadows [63]. The centroids of these areas are selected as CPs. The second type of 
features is line. Lines are sampled from object contours [64], coastal lines [65], or roads 
[66]. The centers or the end points are selected as CPs. Edge detection methods such as 
Canny detector [67], Laplacian of Gaussian [68], and region growing methods can be 
used for line extraction. The comparison of these methods can be found in [69]. Point is 
another type of feature. This includes line intersections [70], road crossings [62], high 











Corners are difficult to detect and define, which were evaluated in [75-76]. In addition, 
Kitchen and Rosenfeld employed the second-order partial derivatives of an image to 
detect the corners [77]. Fortsner et al. employed the first-order derivative to detect the
corners [78]. Trajkovic and Hedley developed an approach based on the fact that the 
corners have high intensity change in all directions [79]. 
2.2.2.2 Feature Matching
The correspondence between the features in the two images needs to be found. In 
order to avoid the misalignment, this correspondence should be well defined. In the 
feature domain, the most similar feature sets are matched for CP detection. Matching 
methods are based on spatial relations, invariant descriptors, relaxation, pyramids, or
wavelets. 
Spatial Relations: Spatial relations can be explored if the features are not very clear
and there is a local distortion in the neighborhoods. Goshtasby et al. transformed the 
sensed image features such that after the transformation, these features are as close as
possible to the features in the reference image [80]. Stockman et al. used abstract lines 
for the matching process [70]. Barrow et al. proposed chamfer matching for image
registration, where the line features were matched such that the distance between them 
was minimized [81]. 
Invariant Descriptors: Different descriptors are assigned for each feature, and these 
descriptions should be invariant, unique, stable, and independent from each other [14]. 
The features with similar descriptions are selected as the CPs. To avoid mismatches, a 





et al. described the forests by elongations parameter, compactness, number of holes, and 
several characteristics of minimum rectangle [61]. Zana et al. described each feature 
point by the angles between relevant intersection lines [82]. For the closed-boundary 
region features, chain code representation is preferred [83]. Suk et al. described the 
regions using polygons [84]. Moment-based invariant descriptions are often used for the 
region representation. Holm represented closed-boundary regions by their perimeter, 
area, compactness, moments, and moment invariants [59].  
Relaxations: In this method, each feature in both images is labeled. The matching 
quality of feature pairs is iteratively calculated until a stable labeling is established [85]. 
Ranade and Rosenfeld proposed some interesting work in [86]. Wang et al. used the 
description for corners with the relaxation method [74]. Medioni and Nevatia used the 
line feature descriptions such as coordinates, orientation, and average contrast [87]. Other 
relaxation methods can be found in [88]. 
Pyramids and Wavelets: In order to decrease the computational cost, pyramids or 
wavelets can be employed. The matching estimation starts in the coarsest level of both 
sensed and reference images. More accurate parameters are calculated at finer
resolutions. To avoid misalignment, a back-tracking or consistency check should be done. 
Wang and Chen extracted features at each level and calculated the parameters [89]. 
Sharma and Pavel used multiresolution Laplacian pyramid [90]. In addition to pyramids, 
wavelet decompositions are often used recently. Turcajova and Kautsky [91] and Le 












detected the maxima from the low high (LH) and high low (HL) coefficients for feature 
matching [72].  
2.2.3 Summary
Area-based methods do not include the salient points and distinctive features. Instead, 
intensity values of a window are compared with the other image using similarity metrics. 
In this type of methods, the images should have similar or dependent intensity values.
This method generally can handle small rotation and translation misalignments. 
Computational cost is high, and pyramids or wavelets can be used to decrease the 
computational time. 
Feature-based methods are used when the features of objects are distinctive. These 
methods are relatively more powerful for the registration of different types of images
with distortions. In order to avoid misregistration, the features and their descriptors 
should be robust and invariant to transformation and distortion. 
2.3 Spatial Transformation
After the CPs are identified, the transformation parameters in the mapping function 
are calculated using the correspondence of the CPs. According to the complexity and 
properties of the distortion, the mapping function type is selected. Based on the area 
where the transformation is applied, mapping functions can be divided into global and 
local functions. Based on the linearity, mapping functions can be divided into linear and
nonlinear functions. The frequently used mapping functions are described below. 
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2.3.1 Affine Transform 
The affine transform is linear and it can map a parallelogram to a square. The formula
of the affine transform is given as [14] 
u = a + a x + a y0 1 2 
v = b0 + b1 x + b2 y (2.5)
where a0 and b0 are for shifting adjustment, and a1, b1, a2, and b2 are for rotational 
adjustment. Here, (x,y) and (u,v) are coordinates of CPs before and after registration. 
Theoretically, three independent CPs are necessary to solve the equation. In practice, the 
number of CPs is much more than the needed number for higher registration accuracy, 
and the least squares solution is used to estimate the parameters that can minimize the
estimation error. The affine transform can be used for both local and global 
transformation.  
2.3.2 Radial Basis Function
A radial basis function performs nonlinear mapping. The mapping function is given 
as [14] 
N 
u = a0 + a1 x + a2  y +∑ci g(x, x i ) 
i=1 
N 
v = b0 + b1 x + b2  y +∑ci g(x, x i )  (2.6) 
i=1 
where a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2, and ci are the parameters to be determined; g(ÿ) is a radial basis 
function, which can be chosen as multiquadrics [93], reciprocal multiquadrics [93], 
 

















of the i-th CP for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. 
2.4 Image Resampling 
After transformation the pixel coordinates are not integers. So interpolation needs to 
be applied, such as the nearest neighbor function, bilinear and bicubic functions,
quadratic splines [95], cubic B-splines [96], Gaussians [97], and truncated sinc functions
[98]. Different interpolation techniques are reviewed in [99-100].  
Bilinear interpolation is commonly used because of its effectiveness and low 
computational cost. Cubic interpolation is used for high enlargements. Nearest neighbor
is the simplest method, but it produces jagged edges and chunky artifacts.  
2.5 Image Mosaicking 
Image mosaicking is the process of obtaining images with a larger field of view by 
combining two or more overlapping images with some different areas. These images may 
have different radiometric, geometric, and quality properties. 
The image mosaicking process is composed of two main steps. In the first step, the 
images are aligned using an appropriate registration method. In the second step, the 
registered image is post-processed in order to have a smooth and consistent mosaic. 







radiometric equalization of the image mosaics, if the images are taken from different 
types of sensors. The second problem is the blending of the two images. At the transition
areas, there are some artifacts remaining. In order to have a smooth mosaic, those 
artifacts should be removed. 
Radiometric normalization uses the overlapped area of the two images to find 
appropriate correction parameters. The correction parameters can be obtained using some
objective measures [101-102]. The techniques frequently used in radiometric 
normalization include linear regression [103], pseudo-invariant features [104], bright and 
dark pixel sets [105], and the classification of land cover [101]. 
At the boundary, there may be some artifacts, distorting the smoothness and 
compactness of the mosaic. The removal of discontinuities and artifacts to make the 
resulting mosaic a compact image is called blending process. Weighted average of the 
transition or boundary areas is a basic method for this purpose. There are some other 
complicated methods to blend the subimages correctly. For instance, a linear ramp
function was applied to equalize the intensity values at transition areas [106]; the 
histogram was calculated in the overlapping area to find the intensity difference between 
two subimages [107]; an iterative algorithm was adopted to minimize the error between 
subimages and increase the smoothness of the image [108]; and multiresolution spline 














In this thesis, automatic registration and mosaicking algorithms for the images 
acquired by three-band sensors mounted on AOSI’s mini-UAV are developed. The
flowchart shown in Figure 3.1 summarizes all the steps. First, the region of interest (ROI)
is determined for control point (CP) detection; CPs with good quality are selected to 
determine the mapping functions; after a three-band single frame coregistration, the 
consecutive frames are mosaicked to have a large overview of the scene. 
3.2 Control Point Identification 
3.2.1 Region of Interest Selection 
Since images are taken from different sensors with different solar reflectance 
variation, CPs cannot be found directly using an area-based method. For example, a 
forest area is very bright in the NIR band, but the corresponding area in the Red band is 
very dim. Consequently, the similarity between these two areas is very low in terms of 
intensity values. Since images are taken from the agricultural areas, the soil and grass
fields are dominant in the images. The windows should be chosen from the region with 
relatively large variation to avoid misalignment. To select the distinctive areas, entropy is
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Figure 3.1 Overall block diagram of the registration and mosaicking system 
An NIR image and its corresponding entropy map are given in Figure 3.2. We can see 









     
 
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
   
   
   
   
   







Figure 3.2 NIR band image and corresponding entropy map 
3.2.2 Control Point Detection
To find similar areas of the sensed and reference images, a template window is 
selected at the ROI centers. In our experiments, 51 × 51 is a good choice for speed and 
resultant CP quality. Each window of the sensed image is compared to the corresponding 
window in the reference image as shown in Figure 3.3.  
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If the similarity is maximal or above a threshold, we consider these two areas are
similar, and the central pixels will be selected as CPs. An example of the similar areas
after comparison is given in Figure 3.4. 









windows obtained from step 1 
Figure 3.4 An example of the similar areas after comparison 
The correlation coefficient (CC) in Eq. (2.1) and mutual information (MI) in Eq. 
(2.4) are the similarity metrics used in this thesis. If two areas are very close, the CC 
will be close to 1. In Figure 3.5, the comparison of the template window from sensed 
image to the subimages of the reference image is illustrated.  
Search space 
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In Figure 3.6, the CC map is given. The brighter areas in the CC map represent high 
correlation and the darker areas represent low correlation. Also a 3-D mesh is given to 
have a better illustration. In Figure 3.7, the resulting MI map of the same image is given, 
where a high MI is represented with a bright pixel in the 2-D MI map. In the 3-D MI 
map, sharper peaks are present which prevent false alarms.  
2-D CC Map 3-D CC Map 
Figure 3.6 The CC map 
2-D MI Map 3-D MI Map












3.2.3 Control Point Selection 
CPs will then be selected from the candidate CPs. As illustrated in Figure 3.8, the 
selection includes the following steps:
1. Compute the x-directional displacement and y-directional displacement of each 
pair of potential CPs. 
2. Calculate the occurrence frequencies of all x and y-directional displacements.
3. Detect the center point that have the largest occurrence frequencies in x and y
directions. 
4. Keep CPs around the center point within the threshold values.     
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3.3 Spatial Transformation 
After the CPs are identified, the transformation parameters can be determined using 
their coordinates. According to the complexity and properties of the distortion, the 
mapping function type is selected. In our case, the mini-UAV takes the three bands of the 
same frame simultaneously at a specific altitude. So the scaling factor does not need to be 
included. After the adjustment of sensor location is made, there is small rotational and 
translation misalignment between the images. So the simple linear affine transform in Eq. 
(2.5) is appropriate for our case. 
Theoretically, three independent CPs are sufficient to solve the equation. However, 
more CPs are needed for a better registration. The least squares solution is employed to 
estimate the parameters with the least error. The matrix form of the affine transform is 
B = A R (3.1) 
where R is the matrix including the pixel coordinates of the CPs in the sensed image, A is
the affine transformation matrix, and B is the matrix with the CP pixel coordinates in the
reference images. The transformation parameters can be estimated as  
T T -1A
) 
= B(R (RR ) )  (3.2) 
)
where RT is the transposed matrix of R, A  is the estimate of the affine transformation 









3.3 Image Resampling 
After transformation, pixel coordinates are not integers any more. If using rounding,
one or more pixels can be transformed to the same pixel, and some pixels are not 
assigned in the registered image leaving them as dark pixels as shown in Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9 The illustration of the blank pixels after transformation 
An interpolation method needs to be used. Bilinear interpolation is a good choice due 
to its simplicity and effectiveness. It determines the value of a new pixel based on a 
weighted average of four pixels in its nearest neighborhood. An illustration of bilinear 
interpolation is given in Figure 3.10.  
The bilinear interpolation can be represented as 
U(x,y) = ax + by + gxy + d  (3.3) 
30 
where U is the intensity of the pixel at the integer coordinates (x,y), and a, b, g, and d are 
the constants to be determined. To solve Eq. 3.3, four equations are needed which can be 
constructed from the four neighbors. The computation cost is relatively smaller than other 
interpolation methods, and generally the result is satisfying. So bilinear interpolation is 













Figure 3.10 Bilinear Interpolation 
3.5 Image Mosaicking 
Image Mosaicking includes as an image registration process. Post-processing such as 
radiometric normalization is not required in this case because images to be mosaicked are 
taken from the same sensor during the same time period. In the registration process for 
image Mosaicking, slight differences include: 
1. The images to be registered, which have been coregistered within each frame, 









2. In the registration step, there was a slight translation, so the searching area is 
selected as three or four times of the window size. However, in image 
mosaicking the searching area is the entire overlapped area, so the resultant
computation cost is higher than image registration. 
3. In the multiband image registration, there is a small rotation, which can be
handled using the affine transform. However, in the image mosaicking, the 
images have larger rotation as the UAV flying. So the rotation angle should be 
detected with a pre-processing step before CP detection. 
4. Since the distinct features of the forest, roads, and buildings are well 
represented in the NIR band, the reference image is selected as the NIR band. 
After the NIR bands are mosaicked, the Red and Green bands can be 
mosaicked accordingly. 
Considering the differences explained above, the mosaicking algorithm has an 
additional step - rotation angle detection, described in the following section. 
3.5.1 Rotation Angle Detection
The major difficulty in image mosaicking is the large rotation between the 
consecutive image frames. The window content at the same location is changing at each 
degree, which leads to the difficulties in similarity comparison. The rotation should be 
estimated and adjusted before the comparison of windows. 
With pre-introducing the rotation, the comparison of windows is still conducted using 
CC and MI. The resulting rotation angle versus CC and MI are given in Figure 3.11. The 
 
    











rotation angle corresponding to the maximum coefficient is selected for each window. 
The rotation angle with maximum occurrence frequency is considered as the actual 
rotation angle. From Figure 3.11, we can conclude that MI has a sharp peak and CC has a 






































Mutual Information vs Rotation 
-5 0 5 10 
Rotation (degrees) 
CC -- angle q = 7± MI -- angle q = 7±
Figure 3.11 The rotation detection using MI and CC for the angle q = 7±
After the rotation angle is detected, the NIR image is first rotated back using this
angle, and the remaining steps in the registration algorithm is the same as in the previous 
sections. 
Since the images are taken within a very close amount of time, the radiometric
difference between the overlap areas in the reference and sensed images is assumed to be 
very small. At the transition areas close to the boundary of the images, the intensity 












3.6 Final Product Generation 
After the multiband registration and multiframe mosaicking, the data is now available
for use. There are two widely used products in agricultural studies: pseudo color infrared 
(CIR) composite image and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) images. 
3.6.1 CIR Color Composite Images 
CIR images are simply generated by using the NIR band as the Red component, the 
Red band as the Green component, and the Green band as the Blue component. This 
representation is shown in Figure 3.12. 
CIR – Before registration CIR – After registration 
Figure 3.12 CIR images before and after registration 
CIR images reveal very useful information about the image scene, particularly about 
vegetation density and distribution. As shown in Figure 3.12, the vegetation areas are 
dominant in agricultural image scenes, so the most part of the images are red. Healthiness 
of the vegetation is varying with respect to the red color density. The roads and concrete
objects, like buildings, are generally represented in light blue or gray. The soil has a 

















before registration have some distinct problems. For instance, the colors around buildings 
are purple. 
3.6.2 NDVI Images 
NDVI is defined as 
NIR − REDNDVI = . (3.4)
NIR + RED 
NDVI images can be used for the detection of the healthiness of vegetation areas, where 
the bright pixels correspond to the healthy vegetation areas, and the buildings are 
represented as low intensity. An example is given in Figure 3.13, where the NDVI image
after registration has higher contrast and bright areas (such as small trees) are well 
concentrated. 
Before Registration After Registration 








The automatic image registration and mosaicking algorithms are developed in 
MATLAB environment. Using a MATLAB compiler, the written codes are converted
into a software package, which is executable under the Windows, Linux, or Unix PC









RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Database 
The images collected at four sites - Lake Columbus, Stennis Space Center, 
Greenwood, and Oswalt in Mississippi in 2005, were used in this research.  
4.2 Image Registration 
Two examples of the original and registered images in three bands and resulting CIR 
and NDVI images are given in Figures 4.1-4.2. The images were acquired from Oswalt. 
In the CIR and NDVI images, the effect of the registration can be easily recognized. As
the accuracy of the alignment increases, registered images have more compact and clear 
CIR and NDVI images. The misregistration causes blurry CIR images and some artificial 
artifacts in NDVI images. In Figure 4.2, the colors around the panel were not clear in CIR 
image, but after the registration the colors were more compact. There was not much 
difference between MI and CC, because both methods selected enough number of good 
CPs. However, the small house at the low part of the image in Figure 4.1 was not well 
registered using CC, but that house was better registered using MI. The registration error 
was increased for objects far away from the image center. Overall, both MI and CC 
performed successful registration.  
36 
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Original NIR Original Red Original Green 
NIR (reference) (CC) Registered Red (CC) Registered Green (CC) 




After registration (CC) 
CIR 






After registration (CC) 
NDVI 
After registration (MI) 
Figure 4.1 An example of image registration using CC and MI 
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Original NIR Original Red Original Green 
NIR (reference) (CC) Registered Red (CC) Registered Green (CC) 




After registration (CC) 
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After registration (CC) 
NDVI 
After registration (MI) 













4.3 Image Mosaicking 
The images used for image mosaicking are shown in Figure 4.3. Ten consecutive 
frames were mosaicked. Only the NIR bands are shown here, because the NIR band is 
selected as the reference image for the mosaicking. The Red and Green bands were 
mosaicked using the parameters found for the NIR image.  
1st frame  2nd frame 8th frame 
Figure 4.3 Three image frames used in the mosaicking 
The resulting mosaics using the first two consecutive frames and eight consecutive 
frames together are given in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The corresponding CIR 
and NDVI images are given in Figures 4.6-4.9. 
Mosaic 1 – CC Mosaic 1 – MI 









Mosaic 8 – CC Mosaic 8 – MI 
Figure 4.5 Mosaic 8 using CC and MI 
CIR Mosaic 1 – CC CIR Mosaic 1 – MI 










CIR Mosaic 8 – CC CIR Mosaic 8 – MI 
Figure 4.7 Mosaic 8 CIR images using CC and MI 
NDVI Mosaic 1 – CC NDVI Mosaic 1 – MI 









NDVI Mosaic 8 – CC NDVI Mosaic 8 – MI 
Figure 4.9 Mosaic 8 NDVI images using CC and MI 
The difference between the MI and CC can be distinguished in Figure 4.8. The NDVI
image using CC was blurry, if the small trees are considered at the center of the image. 
However, NDVI image using MI was clearer.  
4.4 Evaluation of the Results 
4.4.1 Manual Evaluation for Registration 
4.4.1.1 Evaluation Process 












The first panel is white, and the last is black. The others have the gray level tones. The 
corners of these panels are distinctive, so these corners can be used for evaluation. The
samples of the images with panels are shown in Figure 4.10. 
Stennis Space Center Greenwood Oswalt 
Figure 4.10 The images with panels in Stennis Space Center, Greenwood, and Oswalt 
In the evaluation process, totally 8 frames with panels were used: 3 about Stennis 
Space Center, 2 about Greenwood, and 3 about Oswalt. Four graduate students and two 
faculty members participated in the evaluation. Each frame has 6 images composed of 
three bands before and after registration. The evaluation process was employed for both 
MI and CC methods. Since the spatial resolution of the images is not high enough to 
locate the corner exactly, there will be a user-dependent error. Examples about the 
corners are given in Figure 4.11. 
Participants were given zoomed images as shown in Figure 4.11. Participants were 
instructed to select a corner by simply clicking on the corner pixel on the image for each 
frame. They selected the corners for three bands before and after registration. This 
process was repeated for each corner. When they clicked the corner, coordinates of the 















Stennis Space Center Greenwood Oswalt 
Figure 4.11 The zoomed images around the panel corners in Figure 4.10 
4.4.1.2 Registration Accuracy 
The selected corner locations for NIR, Red, and Green bands are presented in Figure 
4.12, where the blue points represent the pixel locations of the corners in NIR band, red 
points represents Red band, and green points represents Green band. Typically, one
cluster corresponds to one corner. Before registration, the corners were misaligned with 
small rotation and translation, so the red, green, and blue clusters for the same corner 
were far away from each other. After the registration, the red, green, and blue clusters for 
the same corner were very close. Ideally, the corner coordinates should be the same for
the bands after registration. 
The quantified misalignment between the 3 bands in 8 frames is given in Tables 4.1-
4.3. The first three image sets were taken from Oswalt; image set 4 and 5 were from
Greenwood; and last three images were taken from Stennis Space Center. The Euclidian
distance was calculated between each point and its cluster center. Here, m represents the 
mean of the misalignment for 4 corners determined by 6 users, std represents the standard
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before the registration, and it was very small after registration. Comparing the results 
from MI with CC, the accuracy using MI was slightly higher than CC.  
x- coordinate 




      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   











Table 4.1 The misalignment between NIR and Red band 
Image Set 
Before After - MI After – CC 
m std m std m Std
1 9.019776 0.97032 0.4375 0.314576 1 0.889757 
2 9.9159 0.413218 0.625 0.433013 1.3125 0.239357 
3 9.676206 0.590657 0.3125 0.239357 1.25 0.456435 
4 10.07202 0.918386 0.5 0.204124 0.4375 0.426956 
5 5.479581 0.221177 0.625 0.829156 0.625 0.322749 
6 4.096143 0.880142 0.5625 0.426956 1.625 0.661438 
7 5.583762 0.685904 0.75 0.408248 0.6875 0.314576 






























      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   







Table 4.2 The misalignment between Red and Green band 
Image Set 
Before After – MI After – CC 
m std m std m Std
1 22.84188 0.430907 0.478553 0.44119 2.904333 2.052186 
2 22.58105 0.561803 1.172345 0.409239 0.818689 0.596935 
3 22.25278 0.708408 0.915062 0.303122 0.941942 0.258833 
4 15.39892 0.762159 0.813534 0.897246 0.478143 0.087595 
5 14.20028 0.621466 1.040475 0.278175 0.717419 0.25248 
6 13.13568 0.693013 1.75023 0.776592 0.732998 0.341982 
7 14.38619 0.972493 1.405955 0.568086 0.781085 0.352194 
8 14.99833 0.580894 0.702665 0.392661 0.639754 0.316416 























Figure 4.14 The misalignment between Red and Green bands 
 
 
      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   











Table 4.3 The misalignment between NIR and Green band 
Image Set 
Before After – MI After – CC 
m std m Std m Std
1 17.04342 0.741543 0.790062 0.206729 1.468698 0.558033 
2 15.81644 0.495166 0.668725 0.302064 1.215448 0.509327 
3 15.16733 0.200277 0.86574 0.722144 0.838388 0.382283 
4 16.1422 0.770237 1.344653 0.600038 1.172082 0.325267 
5 12.85259 0.643826 0.902948 0.282098 0.632651 0.697976 
6 9.73757 1.025741 2.221667 1.1999 1.331696 0.568285 
7 9.059672 1.080416 1.111932 0.64341 1.094056 0.418197 
8 9.364144 0.2894 1.021354 0.360484 0.728143 0.383724 




























Figure 4.15 The misalignment between NIR and Green bands 
 










4.4.1.3 Comparison between Correlation Coefficient and Mutual Information
The duration of algorithm execution on a 2.8 GHz and 2Gb Ram Dell PC is given in 
Table 4.4, where the same 8 frames were used as in Section 4.4.1.1. The computational 
cost of the MI is much higher compared to CC. Here, MI and CC used the same window 
size, and MI took every four gray levels as one bin for histogram computation.




1 6.356483 0.70335 
1 6.356483 0.70335 
2 6.114133 1.00445 
3 5.760617 0.996267 
4 4.4696 0.901356 
5 4.4015 0.882267 
6 4.059167 0.947017 
7 4.961633 0.7696 
8 4.25445 1.00595 
Table 4.5 The number of the selected control points using MI and CC 
Image Sets 
# of CP 
Green-NIR Red-NIR 
MI CC MI CC 
1 27 24 30 21 
2 30 28 28 29 
3 30 29 29 26 
4 30 25 28 23 
5 30 28 29 24 
6 22 17 24 20 
7 23 26 24 21 















The number of selected CPs is listed in Table 4.5, where generally MI results in more 
good CPs. As explained in Chapter 3, the similarity map of the CC is smooth compared to 
the MI; after the CP selection, the number of CPs that can be used is smaller. In other 
words, MI can detect CPs with better quality, which makes the following CP selection
easier. A large number of good CPs means higher registration accuracy. 
4.4.2 Manual Evaluation for Mosaicking
4.4.2.1 Mosaicking Accuracy
The same evaluation was also applied to image mosaics for the mosaicking data. The
corner locations for a single image and previous mosaic were determined before and after
the registration. The result is shown in Figure 4.16, where the Oswalt image set with 
panels were used for evaluation. Blue points represent the corner locations in a single 
image to be mosaicked, and red points represent the corner locations in the previous 
mosaic. Before mosaicking, the misalignment was larger than the registration of the three 
bands, and the rotational misalignment was obvious. After registration, the corners were 
matched successfully with very small misalignment. From Figure 4.16, it can be seen that 
MI produces more compact mosaics, because the misalignment for MI is smaller than 
with the CC method. 
4.4.2.2 Comparison between Correlation Coefficient and Mutual Information 
More comparison between MI and CC was conducted. In Table 4.6, the misalignment
values between a single image and its previous mosaic image are given before and after 
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Figure 4.16 Manual evaluation for Oswalt image set using MI and CC for Mosaicking 
Table 4.6 The misalignment before and after the mosaicking using MI and CC 
Image Set 
Before After -- MI After -- CC 
m std m std m std
1 153.4979 4.092079 0.642836 0.446111 3.643831 1.634522
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As shown in Table 4.7, the computational time is relatively higher for MI than CC, 
because the searching area for CPs is the overlapped area of the images. 




1 65.29773 8.796817 
2 30.22078 3.548783 
The numbers of the selected CPs are given in Table 4.8. The number of the selected 
CPs using MI is larger than the CC. As the number of the selected CPs increases, the 
accuracy of the registration increases. More CPs are distributed over the image scene, so 
the registration error decreases.  
Table 4.8 The number of the selected control points using MI and CC 
Image Set 
# of CPs 
MI CC 
1 15 12 














CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusion 
Algorithms for automatic image registration and mosaicking are developed for a
mini-UAV platform. After their installation into the ground control station with the 
capability of real-time image recording, the near real-time decision-making support is
achievable with the final commercial products, such as CIR and NDVI images, for
agricultural, forestry, and environmental studies. 
The specialties of the acquired images include: most image scenes are about 
vegetation areas and agricultural crop fields without distinctive features; the three 
cameras take images in a single frame simultaneously with small shifting and rotational 
misalignment; every two adjacent frames taken at similar altitudes have overlapping
areas and relatively large rotational misalignment. Algorithms are developed based on 
these image characteristics. The area-based method is employed, which is applicable 
when no prominent feature details are present in image scenes. The correlation
coefficient (CC) and mutual information (MI) are the two metrics used for similarity
comparison. Since the image scenes are taken from the vegetation areas and farms, the 
texture features of areas are similar to each other. Without any pre-processing, the 
similarity measures may lead to large registration error. So the region of interest (ROI) 
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a single frame but small misalignment, the ROI is selected by the calculation of the
entropy of non-overlapping blocks and control point detection is spatially confined 
within the corresponding ROIs. Mosaicking is for the same bands in adjacent frames but 
with large misalignment, so the ROI is determined as regions with relatively large 
intensity variations. Control point identification is another key step where CC or MI is
used for control point detection, followed by control point selection to eliminate outliers 
and to ensure the quality of final control points. Affine transformation without the
scaling factor is employed for the spatial transformation, and bilinear interpolation is
used for spatial sampling for the transformed images. In image mosaicking, pre-
introducing rotation is the major contribution, which makes the area-based method 
feasible when the rotational misalignment cannot be ignored. 
Manual evaluation confirms the effectiveness of the developed algorithms. In 
particular, MI is demonstrated as a better similarity metric, which can produce more
control points with good quality thereby achieving higher registration accuracy, but it is 
computationally more expensive. 
An executable version of the software is developed for Intel PC platforms. The
program does not require any additional software like MATLAB and C++. The 
enhancement in data quality results in more reliable data analysis products by 
implementing automated image registration and mosaicking software.   
5.2. Future Work 
The future work will be in two directions: 




by human inspection, or by using the manually selected control points. An automatic 
approach needs to be developed to avoid human-dependent errors. 
2. Image transformation: Affine transform currently is used, which is linear. In order to 
more powerfully take care of the geometric distortion induced when the camera 
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